I. INTRODUCTION
In a ]logic circuit there are two different types of transitions on capacitive nodes causing power consumplion. The necessary transitions, named 'valid' transitions in [l] , describe the differences in states of internal nodes of a circuit between two consecutive clock cycles. Spurious transitions or 'glitches' are generated at the outjxit of a logic circuit when the inputs are not applied siimultaneously. The spurious transitions do not contributc to the signal processing but increase power consumption.
In [ 11, the spurious transitions were reduced by delay matching the input signals to a multiplier. In this work, we focus on reducing the number of'valid transitions by selecting proper Boolean functions. This method reduces both valiid and spurious transitions, since valid transitions generate spurious Iransitions. By choosing a proper Boolean function, the tmnsition reduction is guaranteed over all process, temperature and power supply variations, which might not be the case for the delay matching method. Furthermore, the proposed method is a viable supplement to {delay matching, since it will also work in perfectly balanced logic.
Logic restructuring has been proposed to reduce power consumption of state-machines [2] and logic containing "don't-"re" states [3] . However, for highly optimized datapaths, "don't-care'' states seldom exists and there is no freedom in selecting states to reduce power consumption. In this paper, we propose to explore redundancy in a common subcell in datapaths; the 4-2 Carry-Save Adder.
REDUNDANCY IN 4-2 CSA
High-speed multipliers [4,5J often contain a Wallace tree of carry-save adders to sum the partial products. The most commonly used circuit is the 4-2 compressor (5-3 counter) shown in Fig. 1 . Cs and CL represent a small and a large parasitic capacitor respectively, reflecting the fact that Gout is a local connection while Cry often is a wire routed over several cells. The weight of Gout, Cry and Sum is 2, 2 and 1 respectively. Following the notation in [6] , the truth table is as shown in Table I , where Ones represents the number of 1's in {a,b,c,d,Ci,}. b) Defining P(0) and P(l) as the probability of a node being low and high, respectively, and assuming that consecutive states are independent, the transition probability, P,, is P , = P ( 0 ) ( 1 -P ( 0 ) ) + P ( l ) * ( 1 -P ( 1 ) ) = ...
... -2 * P ( O ) . ( 1 -P ( 0 ) ) (1)
where we have used P(0) 9 1 -P(1). This is a continuous function with a single maximum located at P(0) .. 0.5. From this equation, we see that it is advantageous to force P(0) to be close to 0 or 1 as mentioned in [3] .
REDUCING TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

IN
CSA TREES
In the following, we explain the method of using feedback and skewing the probability density function to reduce the number of valid transitions for a single 4-2 adder. We also discuss ways to configure multiple 4-2 compressors to sum vectors in a CSA tree.
A. Single 4-2 compressor
The minimum requirement on a 4-2 compressor is reflected in the Karnaugh maps in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The Sum function is not shown, since we only discuss the freedom in selecting Cry and Coup The empty slots should be filled with 0's or 1's such that Cry + CO,,, -1. Furthermore, since C, , should be independent of Cin, the bottom two maps must be identical. The method of skewing the probability density function is easily implemented by setting all empty slots to 0 in the top two maps and 1 in the maps for Coup These are the maps for a cell we name an 'even 4-2'. A corresponding 'odd 4-2' is obtained by setting all 1 in the top maps and 0's in the bottom maps.
CipO
Ci"=Ql (a) ab cd \ 00 When exploring feedback to reduce the number of transitions, a synchronous approach is taken as shown in Fig.  3 , where Cry is the previous value of pC stored in a flip-flop. As indicated by the dashed line, Cry is fed back into the 4-2 so that the 4-2 will try to make pC the same as Cry. The effect of this feedback is that the 4-2 compressor behaves as an even 4-2 when the output of the cany flip-flop is 1 and as an odd 4-2 when the output is 0. Assuming random inputs with 50% transition probability at a, b, c, d and Ch, Table I1 shows the probability of having a valid transition (ignoring glitches) at the CWt, Cry and Sum outputs of several 4-2 compressors: using 2 full adders, the circuit given in [4] , and the proposed even, odd and feedback circuit. The probability of having C r y 4 is shown on the right, which indicates that a skewed probability gives reduced number of transitions. For the feedback circuit, equation (1) is not valid since consecutive states are not independent. So, 0.31 is the minimum rather than the maximum transition probability even though P(Cry-0)-0.5. 
B. Row of 4-2 Compressors
When cascading several 4-2's into a vector, we need some caution. An even 4-2 has high probability of having a 1 at the Cout output as indicated in the top right hand comer of Fig. 4 .If Ci,=l of an even 4-2, it is not successful at keeping its Cry output at 0 as intended when selecting the Karnaugh maps. Therefore, it is better to feed the CO,,, of an even 4-2 into an odd 4-2 as done at the top of Fig. 4 . Table I11 shows the probability of hiaving a transition on each output when adding four 32-bit random vectors. The oddeven row corresponds to the use of odd and even compressors in the odd and even bit positions respectively. It is clear that the most effective ways to reduce transitions on the Cry outputs is to use either the oddeven configuration or the feedback circuit. 
C0"t
C. Tree of 4-2 Compressors
When implementing an adder tree, there will be a 2D structure of 4-2's as indicated in Fig. 4 . It might seem counterintuitive to feed Cry from an even cell into an odd, since Cry is most likely 0, making it leas likely for the odd to generate a 1 at its Cry output. However, a detailed study of the Karnaugh maps for the odd cell proves that a 0 from Cry of an even cell as input to one of a,b,c or d increases the probability of giving a 0 at C,, of tlne odd cell. Keeping
C,,=O of the odd cell generates less transitions than keeping
Cry-1
Iv. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATIONS
Circuit examples of the even and odd 4-2 compressors are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 , respectively. Noninverting gates can be mergeld into the next gate, creating complex CMOS gates. The even cell contains 68 transistors when XOR gates are assumed implemented with 10 transistors. The complexity and speed of this 4-2 is similar to the common 4-2 (cell used in [4] , which has 58 transistors when buffering both Cry and Sum. Both circuits have a critical path equal to 3 XOR gates from the a,b,c,d inputs to the sum output. Anothier important factor is the balancing of the Cry and Sum outputs so that spurious transitions in the tree are kept to a minimum. The even 4-2 compressor circuit maintains this balanced timing behavior. The odd 4-2 in Fig.   6 is slightly more complex but can be realized with 70 transistors in standard CMOS logic. Fig. 3 is not strictly necessary. However, removing the flip-flop makes C, , a function of Ch, which is not allowed in a 4-2 adder. To circumvent this, we can feed back Cout instead of Cry.
The circuit will be identical to Fig. 7 , but the inverse of C, , connected to Cryk Fig. 8 shows an FIR module with four multipliers. The 12-bit weights, W, are Booth encoded giving six partial products in each multiplier. These are fed into two full adders and a 4-2 is used to create a carry and a sum vector. The output of each multiplier is fed into a carry-save adder tree to produce a sum of the four products. 
A. FIR module with 4 multipliers
B. 54~54-bit multiplier
The next example is an implementation of a 5464-bit multiplier suitable for use in a double-precision floatingpoint processor. The 54-bit multiplier is Booth encoded to produce 28 partial products (including sign and guard bits) which are summed using a CSA tree with a depth of 4. The architecture is similar to that described in [SI. The results from simulations are shown in Table IV . In this example the carry propagate adder has been removed because we concentrate on power reduction in the 4-2 tree.
C. Simulation results
Process parameters from a 0.5pm standard 3.3V CMOS process were used when simulating the FJR4 module and the 54-bit multiplier for various combinations of 4-2 compressors. A timing simulator 171 was used and we assumed fixed-size source and drain diffusion diodes.
Capacitance of global wires were estimated from a floorplan based on the layout of subcells. The power consumption for different cases are listed in Table IV . The best results were obtained by using the even/ [4] combination where the odd 4-2 compressor is replaced with that described in [4] . The compressor in 141 has a similar truth table to the odd compressor but can be implemented with a simpler (and therefore more power efficient) circuit. The other advantage of using the even/ [4] adder combination is that the circuits have balanced timing characteristics resulting in fewer spurious transitions. This is not true in the oddleven combination because the C,, path has additional delay in the odd circuit. This will cause an imbalance in the sum and carry outputs of every other bit resulting in spurious transitions throughout the adder tree. However if the truth table of the odd compressor could be implemented more efficiently, better results could be expected for the oddleven combination as seen in Table I1 and 111.
The increased complexity of the 4-2 compressor with feedback causes more power consumption than the method saves. This is of course related to the total output capacitance of the register in Fig. 8 , which in this case was estimated at 200F. Table IV indicates that the actual circuit implementations presented here do not give as much power saving as predicted in Table I1 and III. This is mainly due to the increased transistor count of the proposed circuits compared to the cell in [4] . However, as technology scales, the capacitance of wires will dominate over the parasitic capacitance of the transistors, thereby reducing the cost of additional transistors and increasing the gain of the proposed transition reduction method.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that power reductions are possible in carry-save adder trees by selecting appropriate Boolean functions for the carry outputs of the 4-2 compressors with the intention of minimizing the transitions in high-capacitance nodes. The proposed transistor impiementation does not add delay to the critical path but increases the number of transistors by about 10%. The probability of a logic transition on a global carry signal was reduced by up to 40%. However, this translated into only a 6% power saving in a 54x54-bit multiplier.
